Special Operations Forces Industry Conference

Program Manager – Special Reconnaissance And Surveillance

UNCLASSIFIED
Hostile Forces – Tagging, Tracking And Locating (HF-TTL) Program

- Provides Capability To Tag, Track And Locate High-Value Items Of Interest
- Portfolio Of Tagging/Tracking And Close-Target Audio/Video And Reconnaissance Capabilities

**Acquisition Strategy**
- Commodity Procurement Program

**Period of Performance**
- Annually Fields Tailored Mission Sets To Component And Theater Special Operations Commands

**Point of Contact**
- (813) 826-7435

**Funding**
- FY12: $74.7M
- FY13: $80.8M

**Milestones**
- Kit Selection: Annually
- User Testing: Quarterly
- Commodity Procurements: Annually
- New Equipment Training: Continuously
- Fielding And Deployment: Continuously

**Current Contract/OEM**
- Multiple - Contact TILO
Hostile Forces Tagging Tracking Locating (HF-TTL)

- Deputy PM
- Product Line Manager - Tags
HF-TTL Examples
# Tactical Video System (TVS)

- **Family Of Attended And Unattended Sensor Systems To Capture And Transfer Real And Near Time Day/Night Tactical Ground Imagery**

## Acquisition Strategy
- Commodity Procurement Program

## Period of Performance
- In Sustainment, Continuous Capital Equipment Replacement

## Funding
- FY12: $26.4M
- FY13: $14.0M

## Milestones
- Post-Milestone C, Sustainment And Capital Equipment Replacement

## Current Contract/OEM
- Multiple - Contact TILO

## Point of Contact
- (813) 826-7435
Tactical Video Systems (TVS)

- Deputy PM
- Product Line Manager - Sensors
TVS Examples
What We Need From Industry

• HF-TTL Mission Set Devices
• Sustainment Of TVS Equipment
• New Requirement For Unattended Ground/Maritime Sensors And Tactical Force Protection Kits
• Technology Insertions Of Current Programs
• Rapid Prototyping
What We Need From Industry

• Not Looking For RDT&E Projects
• Examples Of Opportunities
  » TILO Process
  » Broad Agency Announcement
    (SOLICITATION H92222-12-BAA-SORDAC-IN
     FY 2012 – FY 2014)
  » TNT Experimentation
  » Product Line Managers Briefs
Questions?